Using a wide breadth of dynamic data and innovative technology, INRIX delivers drivers a journey that is easier, safer and more enjoyable.

INRIX leads the market in connected car services. Our deep expertise with driver-centric applications and platforms guarantees that automakers not only help drivers understand and handle real-time factors impacting their travel, but also delight drivers by predicting what they uniquely need and desire.

INRIX cloud-based driver services help automakers arm drivers with the information and assistance they need to get where they’re going faster and safer. Through crowd sourcing and hundreds of global and regional partnerships with leading data suppliers, we offer a single source to develop solutions that protect, assist and entertain drivers around the world. INRIX sets the pace for innovation in the automotive industry, helping automakers broaden their revenue streams and stay ahead of the competition.

Helping to ease the challenges that Audi drivers face in their daily lives is the core mission of the Audi connect suite of connected car services. By offering the ability to easily navigate to the best parking spot available for their vehicle, Audi has further simplified and improved the ownership experience.
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Creating World-Class Connected and Personalized Experiences for Drivers

500 TERABYTES
Data analyzed daily

29 MILLION
Parking spots covered

300 MILLION
Global data sources

100 BILLION
Real-time data points delivered monthly

5 MILLION
Miles of road covered

15 MILLION
Connected cars worldwide powered by INRIX
INRIX equips automakers with all the information, insight and technology they need to create high quality, connected, and personalized experiences for their drivers.

**TRAFFIC**
Accurate and granular global traffic providing real-time, historic and predictive traffic to deliver the best routes to drivers

**SAFETY**
Hyper-local, real-time alerts such as dangerous road and weather conditions, sudden stops and accidents and hazards to keep drivers safer

**PARKING**
A seamless experience for quickly finding, comparing, reserving and paying for parking spaces anywhere

**OPENCAR**
Complete application development toolset giving automakers total control over the driver experience, including oversight of the in-vehicle app ecosystem

**AUTOTELLIGENT**
Intelligence that integrates all of INRIX's connected car services with contextually relevant and highly personalized data feeds from the driver

**OTHER DRIVER SERVICES**
Additional services include fuel information, local search and geocoding, flight information, traffic cameras and drive times.

**TRUSTED BY THE LEADING AUTOMOTIVE BRANDS**
INRIX partners with some of the most innovative automakers to bring cutting-edge in-car and mobile solutions to life, improving the way people move around on roads and in cities.

Learn more about INRIX Automotive Solutions: busdev@inrix.com | inrix.com/industry/automotive